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E-EXC

Easy detect, solve and avoid exceptions

In more and more complex IT environments, where multiple systems

depend on each other, information is exchanged between companies and

exceptions can be raised due to several reasons that companies do not

always control.

Easy Exceptions is a tool build upon the SAP standard BPEM which allow

utility companies to detect, solve and by analyzing root cause avoid future

exceptions

This tool was initially build mainly for SAP for Utilities but the last

enhancement pack made it a tool that can be used to control exceptions in

any SAP environment that uses FICA (BPEM is delivered by SAP within

FICA).

Exceptions are multi-industry
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E-EXC

Why implement exception Management

Exceptions not detected in a system can lead to:

- Huge losses (in some situations several millions a week!)

- Legal actions

- Very negative impact on company image

- Unsatisfied customers

- Customer Complaints – Don’t react, act before the complaint

- High number of extra FTE to work the backlog

- Escalation mode/War zone

- Irrational decisions

Exception handling needs to be embedded in the business process

- Focus on the exception as soon as and wherever it appears

- Solve the exception

- Use exception to examine the rest of the object related information

(customer view)

- Solve all other exceptions on that object

- Look at all related exceptions when a customer complains

- Find the root cause together with the solution process

- Have simple MI reports on progress

- Improve processes
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E-EXC

Full exception cycle

Easy Exceptions is a set of different modules and frameworks that make

the process from the exception detection to its treatment, reporting and

detection of root cause, very easy to implement and customize:

- Exception detection framework

- Pre-defined solution processes with intuitive screens

- Manager cockpit (with graphical views)

- Obsolete cases closing transaction

- Online check framework

- Cases distribution and selection framework

- Customer central view of exceptions

All these modules can be used in any SAP systems that uses FICA.

- Increased Productivity – All information is immediately available so

exceptions can be addressed quickly

- Increased Visibility – Complete visibility of all exceptions affecting a

single or group of customers or business process

- Faster Problem Resolution – Rapid identification and resolution of

business issues thereby reducing the processing time

- Increased Efficiency – Related exceptions can be handled in a single

place by non-expert users

- Improved Customer Satisfaction and Retention – Customer problems

are identified and resolved faster, reducing complaints and regulatory

intervention
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E-EXC

Case Creation

Simple customizing BRF+ framework avoids complex case category

customizing together with a .

With Easy Exceptions, a single screen can be used for all case categories,

this means a single solution process, a customizable multi-tab framework to

give the information and the transactions that are most useful for a user to

treat each case. Some pre-developed tabs can be used to cover the main

ISU processes and exception types:

- General case information

- Meter reading overview

- Billing/Invoice overview

- Archive document overview

- Switch documents overview

- IDOCs per POD overview

- Related cases overview

- Financial overview

- Master data overview

All actions executed by a user will be logged, the screens can then be fine

tuned to allow users to have access first to the solution that best fits the

exception.

One screen to treat them all
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E-EXC

Manager cockpit

A user friendly dashboard where team leaders or managers can have an

overview of the open and completed cases organized in different levels,

these levels can be defined in the selection screen. An history chart can

give also a view of the open/treated cases evolution in a certain dates

range. For the total number of cases it’s possible to access the list of cases

so these can be directly forward to a user or re-assigned to a team.
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E-EXC

Obsolete cases closing

This framework is based on the rules that are defined to check if the root

cause of a case was already solved, if yes the case becomes obsolete and

it’s automatically closed to avoid that users try to work on cases that are no

longer exceptions.

Online check framework

The user is informed if the case has become obsolete when opening it, to

avoid useless user effort.

When the user tries to close a case, a check is done to confirm that the

exception has been solved, if not a warning or error message is raised to

inform the user.
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E-EXC

Cases selection and re-assign

EMMACLS variants can be easily maintained in a user friendly transaction

where dynamic parameters like the actual user can be maintained.

It’s also possible to activate a free selection screen so that users can select

cases using dynamic criteria. A specific button allows user to re-assign

cases from one or several positions/user/organizations in the organizational

structure to other or other positions/users/organizations.

The selections can be based on the next free case for a user, avoiding

cherry picking, but can also be based on lists, the company can chose the

solutions that best fits a button or a profile.
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E-EXC

Customer central view

Make customer billable instead of solving random exceptions. All cases

related to customer can be visualized in a screen, giving the users an

overview of all the active and solved exceptions of that customer. From this

screen it’s possible to access the case details screen in display or change

mode to immediately work on that case.

The customer overview has the focus on the customer no matter the what

the entry level is:

- Business Partner

- Contract Account

- Contract

- Installation

- Premise

- POD

- Print document

- Meter reading document

- Billing document

- Etc.
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At Oneasit Solution, we believe that working with our customers and

partners is the best way to improve our tools and also the best way to give

customers what they think it’s important for them to run their business.

Feedback from our customers it’s very important for us and we take that

feedback very seriously in consideration. Our tools are build in a way that

any extra requirements or related functionalities can be added, either as a

specific customer development, as an enhancement or as a general

improvement of the tool. You feedback counts a lot for us.

E-EXC

Continuous Improvement

Return on investment

Easy Exceptions it’s a package of tools that allow a very fast BPEM

implementation, can be called a plug and play BPEM solution. Companies

avoid high BPEM implementation costs followed by short training periods.

Innovation





Address
Oneasit Solutions

Business Center Ideia Atlântico

4719-005 Braga 

Portugal

Contacts
info@oneasit.com

Social Media
linkedin.com/company/oneasit-solutions

GET IT IN TOUCH
We want to hear from you


